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Cloud Computing Integration Services
Cloud computing represents an opportunity for your organization to spend
less attention on your Information Technology (IT) and focus more on your
business mission. Next generation multi-tenant hosting platforms, software
defined data centers, and software defined networks offer opportunities
to significantly increase efficiencies and agility through public, private, or
hybrid cloud computing strategies.
OUR CLOUD COMPUTING INTEGRATION
SERVICES:

At Technica, we are dedicated to providing high-end technical expertise,
experienced program management and reliable IT solutions for our Federal
Government customers. You can count on our team of experienced, reliable
engineers to work with you to determine the best Cloud solutions possible to
help your mission succeed. We pride ourselves on being innovative problem
solvers who strive to put our customers’ needs first.



Strategy and Design



Security Verification and
Remediation



Implementation



Continuous Evolution and
Sustainment

Delivering Secure, Self-Service IT Infrastructure Solutions
We are committed to discovering and analyzing the latest

technologies to help our customers succeed in their missions.
This means we have a duty to not only keep up with current
trends, but also to help invent them, or integrate them into
meaningful solutions for our customers. Cloud computing
is no exception. As the cloud computing industry matures,

so too do the variety and volume of available cloud products
and technologies.

Technica integrates commercial and open source virtual-

ization solutions from a variety of industry-leading compa-

nies such as VMware, Red Hat, Hewlett-Packard, Microsoft,
Splunk, Puppet Labs, and Apache. We will evaluate your IT

and business requirements to select the best combination of

enabling technologies for your cloud computing strategy with
an emphasis on an open architecture that is standards-based,
flexible, scalable, and avoids vendor lock-in.

Technica is your technology partner and trusted advisor for

designing, developing, and executing your cloud computing
strategy. We will assist with selecting and defining a cloud
delivery model appropriate for your business mission,

implementing the necessary technical, operations, and

business infrastructure to deliver cloud services, and assist
with migration and adoption execution.

Leveraging cloud computing technologies and concepts
with Technica at your side, you will be able to:


Achieve greater levels of infrastructure utilization and

elasticity through software defined data center and other
virtualization technologies.


Provide a richer end-user experience while reducing
IT operating costs through self-service ordering,
administration, and management utilities.



Increase productivity through a more agile environment
for developing and delivering mission applications.



Provide more control and flexibility for end-users while
maintaining a positive security posture through strong
Information Assurance controls.

As an experienced systems integrator, Technica can help you
navigate the often complex government buying process to

procure the advanced cloud computing products and services
your agency needs.
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About Us

Company Information

Technica provides professional services,

 IT Solutions Since 1991

products, and innovative technology solutions
to the Federal Government. We specialize in

 CMMI Level 2, DEV and SVC v1.3
 Certified PMP Resources

network operations and infrastructure; cyber
defense and security; government application

 Certified ITIL v3 Expertise

integration; systems engineering and training;
and product research, deployment planning,
and support.
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